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Several important effects of nitric oxide (NO) and
natriuretic peptides (ANP, BNP, & CNP) are mediated by
cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) and cGMP-
dependent protein kinase type I (cGKI). Recent studies
indicated that the cGMP pathway might also play a role
in tumorigenesis. However, the cellular and molecular
mechanisms of cGMP's effects on tumor growth are not
well understood. In the present study, the expression and
function of components of the cGMP pathway in mela-
noma cell lines of murine and human origin were investi-
gated. We found that murine B16 melanoma cells express
cGKI and treatment of the cells with the cell-permeable
cGMP analog 8-bromo-cGMP induced the phosphoryla-
tion of cGKI substrate proteins VASP and PDE5. CNP, a
ligand of the particulate guanylyl cyclase GC-B, but not
NO or ANP, induced robust cGMP signals in melanoma
cells. Interestingly, activation of the CNP-cGMP-cGKI
pathway increased the growth and migration of B16 cells
through a crosstalk with p44/42 MAPK signaling. The
PDE5 inhibitor sildenafil enhanced CNP-mediated cGMP
signaling and the growth of murine melanoma cells. Simi-
lar results were obtained with human melanoma cell lines.
In line with the in vitro data, we found that cGKI overex-
pression in melanoma cells or administration of sildenafil
promoted melanoma growth in vivo in mice. Finally,
expression of cGKI was also detected in cancer cells of
human melanoma patients. Taken together, we have iden-
tified a CNP-cGMP-cGKI-MAPK pathway in melanoma
cells, which stimulates melanoma cell growth in vitro and
in vivo and might be novel therapeutic target for treat-
ment of melanoma.
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